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Message from the President
Dear Colleagues and Friends,
It is a real privilege for me to be 
entrusted by the CIDESCO Members 
to become the new President of 
CIDESCO for the next four years- the 
major international organization in 
Beauty Therapy with 62 years history 
and with a tremendous role in the 
development of Beauty Therapy 
Education and in the
establishment of the Beauty Therapy 
profession world wide. 

No effort will be spared for hard work and proper management of the 
organization and together with my fellow colleagues in the Board we 
shall try our utmost for the best interest of CIDESCO and its Members.

CIDESCO Education has been exemplary- over 200 CIDESCO 
Accredited Schools, international examinations, examiners from 
all over the world and now almost 5000 CIDESCO graduates per 
year are awarded with the CIDESCO Diploma- the most prestigious 
international qualification in Beauty Therapy. 

International Congresses and Exhibitions are organised every year in
different countries, hosted by member Sections and a truly 
International Board is elected every four years for the management of 
the organization.  The 57th CIDESCO World Congress and Exhibition 
in Baden-Baden, Germany has been exceptional and a big thank you 
to the Hosting Section, CIDESCO Section Germany - Mr and Mrs 
Sterz, Dr Niejahr and their team who deserved to be applauded 
for a well organized event. Thank you to all those members and 
delegates who attended the Congress, as well as to the sponsors and 
exhibitors who believe in the value and the future of the professional 
beauty therapist and their participation has positively contributed to 
the success of the congress. Also to the speakers, who lectured and 
shared their knowledge and presented valuable information to the 
delegates.   The General Assembly 2008 elected a new Board for a 
term of four years:  Re-elected Board Members: Kyriacos Poupoutsis 
(Cyprus), as President (previously served two terms as Treasurer), 
Anna- Cari Gund (Sweden), as Vice President, Ronelle Iten 
(Switzerland), as General Secretary and Josephine Wacket (Great 
Britain), as Board Member for Education.

Elected new Board Members: Ken Kume (Japan), as Treasurer and 
Elise Wessels (Netherlands), as Board Member for Public Relations 
(Honorary Member and previously served two terms as Board 
Member for Education).

I would like to congratulate all the Board Members for their election 
and for their willingness to invest time and effort to support CIDESCO 
and to wish them every success in their duties and responsibilities. 
Would like to also thank our retiring President Helene Bramwell and 
retiring Public Relations Board Member Dianne Miles, for their work 
and commitment for CIDESCO over the past years.
The General Assembly declared Helene Bramwell, as Honorary 
President of CIDESCO for her long dedication and commitment 
to CIDESCO- sincere congratulations! Special thanks with our 
appreciation for hard work also goes to our Secretariat, the 
“backbone” of CIDESCO: Anne Maestrini, Gerard Gordon,
Sandra Ghezzi, Graziella Colacicco, Maria Vajdova.  I pay tribute to 
all past Presidents and Board Members for their valuable contribution 
towards making CIDESCO a world leader in Beauty Therapy and a
special thank you to Honorary President Ursula van Deelen for 
her constant support and dedication to CIDESCO.  Also, to the 
Education Committee for their valuable work and to our examiners 
-the CIDESCO ambassadors- who are responsible for upholding the 
CIDESCO standards worldwide.

Thank you to Dr Martin Ammann, completing 20 years of 
cooperation, for keeping CIDESCO safe from Trademark problems and 
other issues world wide and of course to all our Members (Sections, 
Schools, Beauty Centers) around the world for their support and 
commitment.  I must admit that during my 20 year involvement 
with CIDESCO, have always felt that CIDESCO provides much more- 
beyond the professional involvement- CIDESCO provides a feeling of 
support and friendship amongst its members
that make everyone feel as ‘a part of a big family’. It is so precious for
anyone of us to have a CIDESCO colleague, a CIDESCO friend in so 
many countries of the world!  

As you probably know the 58th CIDESCO World Congress and 
Exhibition will take place in Kyoto, Japan in Septembe r 2009, hosted 
by CIDESCO Section Japan. Pamela Adkins, President of the Section 
promises to be a truly memorable event with a very stimulating 
program as well as a social program that will satisfy all delegates. 
Please remember to timely make your planning for Kyoto!

Yours Sincerely,
Kyriacos Poupoutsis President

Kyriacos Poupoutsis
- President

Left to right
•	 	Josephine	Wackett,	(Great	Britain)	Board	

Member	for	Education,	
•	 	Elise	Wessels,	(The	Netherlands)	Board	

member	for	Public	Relations,	
•	 Kyriacos	Poupoutsis,	(Cyprus)	President	
•	 Anna-Cari	Gund,	(Sweden)	Vice	President	
•	 	Ronelle	Iten,	(Switzerland)	General	

Secretary
•	 Ken	Kume,	(Japan)	Treasurer.			

Your new CIDESCO Board Members
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Following on from my two Seminars at the CIDESCO World 
Congress in Baden Baden in July it seems useful to provide a 

general round up of the topics covered and some issues that were 
raised during the Congress. As I have specialised in research and 
development of electrical therapeutic effects, been instrumental 
in developing new products for over 30 years and also been part 
of the team that pioneered the very first stimulators world wide1 , I 
have seen enormous changes in the Health and Beauty industry. 

From simple “on/off” faradic stimulators and galvanic devices 
to hugely complex computer controlled apparatus which can 
personalise treatments for any corporal or facial need, at the touch 
of the button, the world of electrotherapy has certainly been 
radically transformed in the last half century. 

New Developments in Biostimulation

“Electrical activity is intrinsic to all living processes and all biological 
tissue exhibits some form of electrical reaction…Cells and tissues 
respond to a wide range of externally applied electrical and 
magnetic energies.” 2

When we read this quote we generally think that this information 
has been known for a long time and that it seems to state the 
obvious. Yet both the concept of bioelectricity and the research 
into biochemical electrical impulses and their effects on the human 
body are very new indeed. Perhaps this apparent contradiction - 
something new that seems old - also summarises how the beauty 
and health industry views electrical stimulation. Therapists, avid for 
ever more ground breaking technology, are often not aware of the 
importance of perfecting the technology we already have. 

Electrical therapy, under the guise of faradism, interferential, 
galvanic etc., has been with us for a long time and as a 
consequence we tend to see it as old hat. We may walk by a 
system that uses electrode pads or conductive wands, shrugging 
our shoulders and mentally dismissing it thinking: “Oh yes, that’s 
just an electrical stimulation system... Now where is that new 
Electroporation machine everyone is talking about?” Of course 
electroporation is simply the perfecting of a stimulation impulse 
to penetrate active ingredients into the skin quickly and non 
invasively. This example shows us that we need to extend our 
understanding of electrical stimulation and its new technologies so 
that both teachers and students alike are well informed and, above 
all, able to correctly apply this enormously advanced, versatile, safe 
and super effective therapeutic tool. 

Demystifying the technical jargon

In order to apply new and old technologies we need to understand 
the key concepts and words that are commonly used and also 
to differentiate between marketing vocabulary and scientific 
vocabulary.The following list illustrates some of the concepts 
that are commonly used in the health and beauty market and in 
many cases creation some confusion if their meaning is not fully 
understood. 

At the CIDESCO World Congress in Baden Baden I discussed in 
depth the meaning of these various concepts and a CD was 
given out to all attending examiners and heads of CIDESCO 
Schools so that students and teachers could have a round up of 
this terminology and be able to teach it in a coherent and easily 
accessible fashion. The exciting part of these seminars is the 
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sharing of expertise. As many top professionals are assembled at 
every CIDESCO International congress, scientific and therapeutic 
experts were able to contribute their knowledge and understanding 
in the questions and answers section.  This means that every year 
this presentation can be updated and perfected, with a world wide 
consensus, ensuring excellence of content and presentation. In 
the update of the CD made available to schools, I will be able to 
incorporate the new information received, so I urge all CIDESCO 
therapeutic, medical and scientific experts in the field to forward 
information they feel will be useful in the context of education related 
to electrical stimulation.
 
Biostimulation - the new buzz word

The first thing we need to address is the vocabulary we use. A word 
may be scientifically correct but can conjure up such a negative, old 
fashioned or unfriendly feeling that customers and therapists shy away 
from it immediately.
Take for example “Electrotherapy”. As soon as we see or hear it we think 
of a possible electrocution, zap, shock, jolt. None of these concepts 
are likely to help sell the treatment or reassure the potential customer. 
Yet we know that most of the equipment on the market is safer than 
talking on a mobile phone and can also provide tremendous health 
benefits too. It stands to reason therefore that the first thing we need 
to address is the words themselves, making them more appealing and 
user friendly.
This is where Biostimulation comes in. First it sounds new - an essential 
element in this demanding fast paced market - second it sounds 
organic and moves away from the dreaded electric, third it is TRUE!  
For many, many years now we have been producing impulses that are 
so similar to the natural biological impulses emitted by the body, that 
these signals bear no resemblance whatsoever to an electrical current 
issuing from a wall socket. 
In fact, many advanced Biostimulation systems do not use normal 
mains power but can be operated totally independently, without being 
plugged in. They give hours of safe, trouble free Biostimulation as they 
produce their own finely tuned signals. A rechargeable battery assures 
a steady, secure source of energy.
Biostimulation can also incorporate many diverse applications of 
electrical stimulation and give far better results than the single 
therapies of faradic, galvanic, microcurrent, Russian, interferential etc..  

The Health & Beauty benefits of Biostimulation

As we know, a potential customer is more likely to come in for 
treatments for a specific beauty need. Facial anti ageing, lifting, body 
contouring, slimming and anti cellulite are generally the highest in 
demand and a quick fix with minimum time and effort has the most 
market appeal.  The beauty of Biostimulation is that not only can it 
achieve the instant results that draw customers to a centre, it also can 
maintain these results and improve health and fitness with toning, 
circulation improvement, detox and fitness Programs. A customer 
will come to a health and beauty centre for cosmetic and beauty 

treatments but they will only remain as long term clients if they feel 
that these treatments are actually “good for them”. The good news 
about Biostimulation is that it can do both and it is essential that 
teachers and students are aware of all these benefits when studying 
the subject.

Using the latest information for teaching in CIDESCO 
Schools

If you would like to obtain a copy of the “Latest developments in
Biostimulation” CD , and you were  not at the CIDESCO Baden-Baden
Congress please contact  CIDESCO Head office in Zurich.

If you have expertise in this field and would like to contribute to the
updated version please contact Kristen Centofanti  
kricentofanti@wanadoo.fr

We thank Ultratone UK for the use of the images contained in this 
article.

1  Herman Schaefer, my father, US Physicists, was the creator of the first battery operated 
stimulator in 1964 under the brand name Slendertone. The original founding team has 
continued to work together  at Ultra Scientific Instruments Ltd using the brandname 
Ultratone.  

2  Charman 1990a, John Low and Ann Reed, Electrotherapy Explained,Butterworth-Heinman 
Ltd, Oxford, 1990, page 1

3  This CD is to be used for CIDESCO educational purposes only. The contents are the intellectual 
copyright of Kristin Schaefer Centofanti may not be reproduced without her written 
permission.

(1) Charman 1990a, John Low and Ann Reed, Electrotherapy Explained, Butterworth-Heinman 
Ltd, Oxford, 1990, pa
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Kozu Beauty College, Osaka, Japan

from around the world

Beauty World India, Mumbai October 2008,Section Founder  Maya Paranjaspye & 
CIDESCO School Owners CIDESCO Tutor & Examiner Neela Mhatre.

Sydney College of Skin Care, Sydney Australia. Principal: 
Teresa Fibrich, CIDESCO Examiner; Helen Tan Aih Wah

Issamay School of Beauty, Malaysia, Principal: Joon 
Wong, CIDESCO Examiner: Teresa Fibrich

Aesthetics International Academy, Singapore  Principal: 
Dolly Tan, CIDESCO Examiner: Teresa Fibrich

Privatskolan för Hudvård & Spa, Sweden.

CINDY’S BEAUTY THERAPY ACADEMY, SPAIN. The CIDESCO examiner is “Cecilia Gillitzer”.

Privatskolan för Hudvård & Spa, Sweden.



from around the world

Obituary

Top to Toe School of 
Beauty Therapy, First 
CIDESCO SPA exams in 
Singapore

Successful CIDESCO candidates together with their Principal 
and Tutor at Younique College of Beauty & Holistics, Newry, 
Nth Ireland

Professional Beaute–N-Cosmetics Training School Singapore 
with CIDESCO examiner Joon Wong.
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We were deeply saddened to hear about the sudden death of Hubert Lam on 1st 
August. 

This has come as a shock to us as we were all last together at the CIDESCO World 
Congress in Baden-Baden in mid July.  Hubert was a doctor of Oriental Medicine (OMD), 
acupuncturist, drugless practitioner, medical esthetician, massage therapist and 
aromatherapist, was originally from Trinidad and attended medical school in China. He 
immigrated to Toronto in 1974 and opened a massage therapy and skin care clinic as a drugless 
practitioner specializing in acupuncture and herbal therapy.

Hubert was a prominent figure within CIDESCO and along with his wife Pat always worked hard for his beloved Canadian CIDESCO Section. 
Hubert was also one of the people who were integral in introducing the CIDESCO Multiple Choice Exam for the CIDESCO Diploma of 
Beauty Therapy.  Hubert had a wonderful determination and was also gifted with a great sense of humour.  We admired Hubert who was 
never shy from giving his valued opinion on all sorts of issues that affected all of us within the CIDESCO organisation. 

For many, many years Hubert has been well known globally in the world of Beauty and SPA Therapy especially in the electro technology 
field and we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his beloved wife Pat, his daughter Lara and all his family at this very sad time. Hubert Lam 
will be sorely missed by all of us in CIDESCO.

CIDESCO International

I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who sent  condolences to me from the Cidesco family around the world. They indicated 
about how much they care about me and my beloved husband, Hubert Lam. Although the pain remains deep and constant, I am striving to be 
stronger every day and my daugther, Lara is working with me to carry on his amazing legacy. As the President of Cidesco Canada, he will never be 
forgotten for his contribution to Cidesco International and the wonderful industry we work in. THANKS FOR CARING.”

Pat Lam

Hubert Lam
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around the worldnews from

LES NOUVELLES ESTHETIQUES 
SOUTH AFRICAN SPA AWARDS 2008

Retiring CIDESCO President Helene Weber-Bramwell 
is now CIDESCO Honorary President.

The Spa Ambassador Award, symbolises a person who represents the industry, in a thank less capacity. 
The award goes to a person who has made the industry proud and whose presence in the industry 

is noted internationally. The Spa Ambassador Award 2008 was awarded to Helene Bramwell, President 
of CIDESCO (2000 – 2008). CIDESCO congratulates our Honorary President, Helene Bramwell on this 
prestigious award.

Helene has devoted endless time and energy into her role as President 
and we have seen an extraordinary development for CIDESCO under 

her leadership. Helene inspires us all and we are grateful to have had the 
privilege to have such a reputable and devoted President for the past 8 
years.

 Helene was presented with a Certificate and the official Medal was awarded 
to her at the CIDESCO Gala Dinner in Baden-Baden, Germany. The award and 
medal was presented by CIDESCO Vice President, Anna-Cari Gund.

Mrs. Windiyati Nugroho of Indonesia, Principal of two 
CIDESCO schools, Pacific International Beauty Institutes 
in Indonesia, one in Jakarta and the other in Surabaya 
is photographed receiving an award from the Vice 
President of Indonesia for her contribution and effort to 
improve SPA and Aesthetic education in Indonesia.
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All Sponsors acknowledged at Gala Dinner for their great contribution to the 57th CIDESCO World Congress and 
Exhibition in Baden-Baden, Germany 2008.

World Congress & Exhibition

CIDESCO

We like to take this opportunity to congratulate 
Section Germany for hosting the successful 57th 

CIDESCO Congress and Exhibition in Baden-Baden and 
also our appreciation to the Mayor of Baden-Baden 
for his support and his best wishes for our 57th World 
Congress and Exhibition.
 
A very special thanks to CIDESCO Section Germany 
President Ms. Brigitte Sterz and Mr Bernard Sterz and 
their hardworking committee for organising this 
dynamic and fabulous event. Our Education meetings 
were very well attended by Examiners, School owners 
and tutors and our special guest speakers Kristen 
Centofanti and Jaclyn Hughes presented us all with 
inspiring talks and information.
 
The social events in Baden-Baden were outstanding 
from the welcome cocktail party, the great fun German 
night and last but not least, the elegant Gala dinner in 
the beautiful Casino of Baden-Baden. The success of this 
Congress and Exhibition was due in a large part to the 
hardworking and informative speakers and lecturers 
who gave so much to the well attended lecture 
programs.
 
To all the Sponsors we say a big thank you for making 
this such a successful Congress and Exhibition and 
deservedly the sponsors were presented with a Plaque 
at the Gala Dinner to thank them for their wonderful 
support. The all important CIDESCO General Assembly 
was well attended by some 30 countries.
As it was an election year, CIDESCO now has a new 
Board and it is as follows:
 
Kyriacos Poupoutsis –  (Cyprus) President
Anna-Cari Gund –  (Sweden) Vice-President
Ken Kume –  (Japan) Treasurer
Ronelle Iten –   (Switzerland) General Secretary
Josephine Wackett –   (Great Britain) Board 

member for Education
Elise Wessels –   (The Netherlands) Board 

member for Public Relations

We would like to pay a very special tribute to Helene 
Weber- Bramwell and Dianne Miles who now have 
retired from the Board after 8 years serving CIDESCO.
 
Helene has devoted endless time and energy into her 
role as President and we have seen an extraordinary 
development for CIDESCO under her leadership. 
Helene inspires us all and we are grateful to have had 
the privilege to have such a reputable and devoted 
President for the past 8 years. Helene has now become a 
CIDESCO Honorary President.
 
Dianne Miles has handled the demanding portfolio as 
Board Member for Public Relations with enthusiasm and 
devotion.

Dianne has done a remarkable job marketing CIDESCO 
and now with the new CIDESCO DVD her legacy will be 
appreciated for some time to come.

Dianne was also responsible for the introduction and 
handling of the CIDESCO SPA Diploma programme 
which continues to grow and goes from strength to 
strength.
 
We wish them good luck in their future endeavors.
 
From 12th – 14th September 2009 the 58th CIDESCO 
World Congress and Exhibition is to be held in Kyoto, 
Japan. We look forward to seeing you all there.

57th
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indian delegates and Jo Wackett and 
Elise Wessels.

Nations together. The entertainers.

The old and new board members.

World Congress & Exhibition

CIDESCO 57th World Congress & Exhibition

Opening Ceremony

German Night



Our hosts Brigette and Bernard Sterz.

Gala dinner crowd.

The famous CIDESCO conga line.

Paula and Wuhan from Indonesia.

Ron and Trudy  Deering and Kathy Driscoll, USA. Urs and Anne Wuethrich -Maestrini and  
Gerard Gordon  and Maria Vajdova.

DR. and Mrs. Niejahr.

Japanese guests.

Japanese guests.

Gala Dinner
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CIDESCO 57th World Congress & Exhibition



General Assembly
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CIDESCO 57th World Congress & Exhibition
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Education meetings
CIDESCO

Australian school delegates.

South African school delegates.

Korean, Irish and Indonesian school delegates.

Great Britain delegates.

Swedish school delegates.

Japanese school delegates.
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Kyoto
58th CIDESCO World Congress

On behalf of CIDESCO Section Nippon, I would like to extend a very warm welcome to 

Kyoto for the 58th CIDESCO World Congress.

Japan last hosted a CIDESCO World Congress in Tokyo, 1980, it was a memorable ex-

perience for all those who took part. 

This time, Kyoto is our venue; it is the cultural centre of Japan. As the former capital it 

has plentiful shrines and temples which will enable you to experience Japanese history 

and culture. Japanese cuisine is world-renowned. Please try some of our wonderful local 

restaurants serving both local and international food. 

Japanese public transport systems are well known to be fast, efficient and clean. It’s easy 

to get around Kyoto as its organised on a grid like system. Japan is no longer expensive 

so you can enjoy yourself and buy some locally made items. Please add a few days if you 

can to enjoy our wonderful country. 

Our theme is: Harmonising with skin and the environment. With this in mind and in 

reflection of the Kyoto Protocol, we trust that all who attend  will be stimulated to think 

about the environment as therapists and general public. 

Our speakers come from a variety of backgrounds. They will be demonstrating new 

techniques; giving you the newest technical information on research and development in 

the Beauty Profession as well as business related sessions to help you enhance your 

business. 

Our CIDESCO Section Board and Members look forward to being your hosts in Kyoto, 

2009, 

             Pamela Adkins        

Chairman of the Board,  

CIDESCO-NIPPON

Greetings

www.cidesco-kyoto2009.com
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Dear Colleagues,

It has been an honour, pleasure 
and a privilege for 8 years as the 
CIDESCO Board Member for Public 
Relations to be able to present to all 
of you the news of CIDESCO in this 
Link magazine.

I have also enjoyed meeting many of you whether it 
has been when I have been examining for CIDESCO 
in your area or at our annual CIDESCO World 
Congress.

Before I retired from this portfolio I wanted to take 
this opportunity to say thank you to all of you who 
have contributed in many ways over the past eight 
years by sending me photos and articles for the Link 
or just by reading the Link.

I say goodbye to you until the next CIDESCO World 
Congress in Kyoto in September 2009 where I hope 

we will all meet again, and now I introduce you to 
Elise Wessels, your new CIDESCO Board Member for 
Public Relations. 

By still sending in any information to CIDESCO 
it keeps the pulse of CIDESCO going and this 
information can be added to the magazine.

Warmest wishes,
Dianne Miles

Kyoto
58th CIDESCO World Congress www.cidesco-kyoto2009.com

For more information visit our official website: 
www.cidesco-kyoto2009.com

Congress Programme

Provisional programme for 58th CIDESCO World Congress, 2009 and is subject to change. September 

9th—11th programme will take place in Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto, which is located right across the  

street from KCCI Kyoto, our congress venue.

9th Sept Examiners Meeting* Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto 

10th Sept School Meeting* Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto

11th Sept General Assembly* Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto

by invitation only.

Main Hall Room A & D Room E F, G, H Event Hall 157, 158, 159

12th Sept  
Afternoon

Opening 
Ceremony  

Keynote 
Speech

Office

Evening Welcome Party & Culture Events in Garden & Swan Banquet Hall

13th Sept 
All Day

Lectures 

Nail Care 
Award

Lectures & 
Workshops

Nail Care 
Contest

Tradeshow 
Exhibition 

Culture Show 
Careers
Refresh-
ments

Office

Evening Gala Dinner in Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto

14th Sept 
Morning Lectures

Lectures & 
Workshops

Facial  
Make Up 
Contest

Body  
Make Up  
Contest

Tradeshow 
Exhibition 

Culture Show 
Careers
Refresh-
ments

Afternoon Lectures 

Make UP 
Award 

Closing  
Ceremony

Lectures &  
Workshops Office

Calling Exhibiting Companies  
Information on the tradeshow will soon be available on our official website  

www.cidesco-kyoto2009.com.  

www.cidesco-kyoto2009.com

58
th

 CIDESCO World Congress 

Program

Wednesday 9th
 
September 2009 Venue 

Examiners meeting (By Invitation Only) Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto 

Thursday 10
th

 September 2009 Venue 

CIDESCO Schools Meeting (By Invitation Only) Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto 

Friday 11
th

 September 2009 Venue 

General Assembly (By Invitation Only) Grand Prince Hotel Kyoto 

Saturday 12
th

 September 2009

58
th

 CIDESCO World Congress  Day 1 KCCI Kyoto 

Opening Ceremony 

Key Speech 

Welcome party 

Sunday 13
th

 September 2009

58
th

 CIDESCO World Congress  Day 2 KCCI Kyoto 

Lectures & Workshops 

Exhibition 

Nail Care Contest 

Gala Dinner 

Monday  14
th

 September 2009

58
th

 CIDESCO World Congress  Day 3 KCCI Kyoto 

Lectures & Workshops 

Exhibition 

Make-up Contest 

Closing Ceremony 



                KYOTO 2009 Fee Schedule 

3 day Pass (CIDESCO AJESTHE) Price (yen) Price (Euro)

Until March 30 40,000 235

Until August 15 45,000 265

Until the day 50,000 294

1 Day Pass (CIDESCO,AJESTHE) Price (yen) Price (Euro)

(Day 1 Includes Welcome Party) 20,000 118

Student 3 Day Pass Price (yen) Price (Euro)

(Including Welcome Party ) 15000 88

Student 1 Day Pass Price (yen) Price (Euro)

(Day 2 and Day 3 Only) 5,000 29

Gala Party Price (yen) Price (Euro)

Until August 15 25,000 147

At Site 30,000 176

Price in Euro is Based on 1 Euro = 170 yen and is subject to change 

Depending on exchange rate 



C I D E S C O
Calendar of Events 2008

NAME	OF	EVENT DATE PLACE INFORMATION
SECTION	ITALY	-	NATIONAL	
CONGRESS

Sat,	25.	Oct.	2008 University	of	Ferrara CENTER	OF	COSMETOLOGY	UNIVERSITY	OF	
FERRARA
Dr.	Andrea	Bovero
V.	FOSSATO	DI	MORTARA	17/19
44100	FERRARA,	Italy
Tel	off:+39.(0)532.455390
Fax:+39.(0)532.455390
Email:andrea.bovero@unife.it	
www.cidesco.it

SECTION	LATVIA	-	
NATIONAL	CONGRESS

Fri,	31.	Oct.	2008 Riga Association	of	Beauticians	
&	Cosmotologists	of	Latvia
Ms	Olga	Stolarova
Jana	Asara	Str.	5
1009	RIGA,	Latvia
Tel	off:+371	731	31	37
Fax:+371	731	33	59
Email:info@kosmetikasskola.lv
www.lkka-cidesco.lv

SECTION	MALAYSIA	-	
GENERAL	MEETING

Thu,	06.	Nov.	2008 Puchong,	Selangor Malaysian	Beauty	Therapy	Ass.	CIDESCO	
Section	Malaysia
Ms.	Datin	Dr.	Clara
No.	33,	Jalan	Kenari	22
Bandar	Puchong	Jaya
47100	Puchong	Jaya,	Selangor	Darul	Ehsan
Malaysia
Tel	off:+60	3	8075	8333
Fax:+60	3	8075	8222
Email:claraedu@claraibg.com
www.cidescombta.org.my

SECTION	GREECE	-	50	
GOLDEN	ANNIVERSARY

Sat,	22.	Nov.	2008 CROWNE	PLAZA	Hotel This	year	CIDESCO	section	Greece	is	
celebrating	the	’50	golden	anniversary’	from	
1958-2008.	We	are	holding	our	31st	Congress	
&	Exhibition	of	aesthetics,	beauty,	health	and	
alternative	methods	from	14	to	16	November	
2008.	It	will	take	place	at	the	CROWNE	PLAZA	
Hotel

SECTION	NETHERLANDS	-	
NATIONAL	CONGRESS

Sat,	22.	Nov.	2008 AM	Buchten CIDESCO	Sektie	Nederland																				
Mrs.	Miny	Janssen-Schreurs
Oude	Baan	29
6122	AM	Buchten
Netherlands
Tel	off:+31	46	4810777
Fax:+31	46	4810778
Email:info@cidesco.nl
Homepage:	www.cidesco.nl

SECTION	GREAT	BRITAIN	
BISA	-	NATIONAL	
CONGRESS

Fri,	05.	Dec.	2008 Baden-Baden,	Germany British	International	SPA	Association
Ms.	Marion	Schneider
Spa	House,	Winchet	Hill
Goudhurst,	Kent	TN17	IJY,	Great	Britain
Tel	off:+441580	212	954
Fax:+441580	212	062
Email:spahouse@spaassociation.org.uk
www.spaassociation.org.uk

The	58th	CIDESCO	WORLD	
CONGRESS	is	to	be	held	
in	Japan	from	09th	-	14th	
September	2009

Wed,	09.	Sep.	2009 Japan CIDESCO	WORLD	CONGRESS	2009	-	to	be	held	
from	09th	to	14th	September,	2009	in	Japan:	
Grand	Prince	Hotel	Kyoto,	Takaragaike,	Sakyo-
ku,	Kyoto-shi,	Kyoto	606-8505,	Japan,	 
www.cidesco-kyoto2009.com


